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ACCEPTANCE

Your use of any Microsoft Dynamics website ("Website") that links to this document ("TOU") is governed by the terms below and the [Terms of Use](#) for Microsoft.com ("MS TOU"). Solely for purposes of your use of the Website and any Dynamics Services, any references to “Services” in the MS TOU will be deemed to include the Website and Dynamics Services. By accessing or using the Website or Dynamics Services, you agree to this TOU and the MS TOU. Microsoft may change this TOU or the MS TOU at any time by posting a revised version to the Website or to Microsoft.com, respectively. The most recent TOU and MS TOU at the time of your use will apply. If you do not agree, you may not access or use the Website or Dynamics Services.

ONLINE SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH WEBSITE

Microsoft may offer a variety of online services through the Website (collectively, "Dynamics Services"), the sale, purchase, and use of which is subject to other agreements.

PRIVACY

Please read the [Privacy Statement](#) about Microsoft’s collection and use of your personal information.

USE OF THE WEBSITE

Microsoft may suspend or restrict access to, or use of, all or part of the Website or Dynamics Services in an emergency or if it reasonably believes there is a threat or risk to Website or Dynamics Service security or integrity or to the applicable network. Microsoft will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide prior notice of suspension or restriction and to restore relevant part(s) of the Website or Dynamics Services. **Except if another written agreement you may have with Microsoft for Dynamics Services provides a different liability limit, the liability limit and damages exclusions in the MS TOU apply.**

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

Unless required by applicable laws, the Website, and Dynamics Services available through it, are provided “as is” and without any warranty. **To the maximum extent permitted under applicable laws, Microsoft excludes all implied warranties and conditions, such as those of merchantability, non-infringement, and fitness for a particular purpose.** Microsoft Dynamics channel partners are part of the Microsoft Partner Network. Although Microsoft may refer to them as “partners”, channel partners are independent contractors. There is no partnership, joint venture, franchise relationship, agency, or fiduciary duty between Microsoft and its channel partners. Microsoft does not warrant or guarantee any (and disclaims all liability arising out of) solutions, implementations, and services created or provided by channel partners.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Microsoft retains all right, title and interest in and to the Website and Dynamics Services, including all copyrights, patents, trade secrets, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted. This TOU
do not grant or imply any rights to any Microsoft trademarks, trade names or logos. Trademark information is available at http://www.microsoft.com/library/toolbar/3.0/trademarks/en-us.mspx.

FEEDBACK

If you give feedback about the Website or Dynamics Services to Microsoft, you give to Microsoft, without charge, the right to use, share and commercialize your feedback in any way and for any purpose. You also give to third parties, without charge, any patent rights needed for their products, technologies and services to use or interface with any specific parts of a Microsoft software or service that includes the feedback. You will not give feedback that is subject to a license that requires Microsoft to license its software or documentation to third parties because we include your feedback in them. These rights survive this TOU.

CONFLICTS

If this TOU conflicts with the MS TOU, the terms of this TOU will control. For clarity, absence of a topic in this TOU that is in the MS TOU does not create a conflict; only inconsistent treatment of the same topic in both documents is a conflict.